
Boat Stats S18S
Length 17’ 11”/ 5.48m
Beam 20.2” / 51.2cm
Depth 13.3” / 33.7cm
Paddler 5' - 6’ 5”/ 1.5m - 1.95m
Capacity 320lbs / 145kg
Cockpit W NA / NA
Cockpit L NA / NA

Weights S18S
Ultra 27.6lbs / 12.5kg
Excel 28.7lbs / 13kg
Multi-Sport 35.3lbs / 16kg
Advantage 35.9lbs / 16.3kg

Grade Construction

Gelcoat finished Kevlar and carbon fiber 
sandwich construction with Nomex 

honeycomb core. Epoxy resin laminate 
heat cured in the mold.

Excel

Ultra

Clear finished carbon fiber sandwich 
construction with Nomex honeycomb core. 

Epoxy resin laminate heat cured in the 
mold.

Multi-Sport

Durable single-skin carbon/Kevlar epoxy
 hull w/Clear gelcoat. Epoxy infused

fiberglass and Soric core-mat sandwich
 construction with a gelcoated deck.

Advantage
Gelcoat finished fiberglass infused 

sandwich construction with Soric core-
mat. Epoxy resin laminate heat cured in 

the mold.

Kayaks & Surf Skis
S18S G2 
The new redesigned Stellar 18’ surf ski (S18S)  has increased its speed by increasing the size of the cut-aways and narrowing the bow 
sections. The S18S rocker has been tweaked along with the trim to optimize the ski for e�cient paddling and catching waves. All 
done without losing any stability and staying within USCA fast sea kayaks regulations. Other changes made for the S18S paddler are 
DeBrito bailer for dry starts, paddles and rapid water removal, streamlined carbon handles at each end and a large oval hatch in the 
stern. The comfort, under-stern/over-stern �ttings, convenient cockpit handles, water bottle holder, leash attachment  and deck 
bungees still come standard on the Stellar S18S. Making this a boat you need to put in your �eet.

1: Streamlined bow and stern composite handles
2: Narrow catch for tighter strokes
3: 3 point footbrace for powerful leg drive
4: Foot closeable Debrito bailer
5: Waterbottle holder and leash attachment

6: Convenient cockpit handles
7: Lg oval stern hatch & round bow hatch
8: Stern deck bungees for storage system
9: Over-stern rudder fittings & tubing standard
10: 3 rudder sizes available
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S18S Surf Ski
     Length:  17’ 11” / 5.48m 
     Beam:  20.2” / 51.2cm

www.StellarKayaks.com
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